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BUILT FOR SUCCESS

™

NEVA

It’s easy to envision yourself behind this desk.
AND EVEN EASIER TO MAKE IT HAPPEN.

Turn any workspace into the

CORNER OFFICE.

The Neva™ Executive line of desks, cabinets, and conference tables has the power to transform your
workspace. Each piece is encased in cherry that’s been finished in a 19-step process, ensuring a
luster that will leave a lasting impression. Whether you’re
a CEO or just want your office to create that
effect, nothing matches the durability, elegance,
and value of Neva.

Flat Front Command Center
F3672 U-Kit shown with optional H72 Hutch

Surround yourself with a winning environment. Our U-Kit
is designed to put you, and keep you in complete control.

Neva’s look will catch your eye. But it’s the line’s practical side that will draw you
in. Each piece has been built around a completely modular platform, so it’s simple
to design a system — left or right orientation, drawer types, and desk size —
around the way you work. It also means that moving the pieces into your office
can be accomplished with minimal effort. And once it’s built, precision tolerances
and durable steel hardware ensure decades of reliable performance.
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Laptop Pedestal

Lateral File

P35LT

F36LF

Designed specifically for use with the F3672, this
pedestal creates a multi-level work surface for your
laptop. The optional articulating arm and laptop
platform helps keep your desktop free from clutter.

The drawers on this lateral file open and close
smoothly, allowing you to access important
documents with minimal effort.

The L Solution
F3066 L-Kit

Bow Front Desk
B3672DP Desk

This flat front workstation provides ample
workspace — perfect for corner or open
workstations, as well as generous room for
your important files.

Flat Front Credenza
F2472DP Credenza

Both the desk and the credenza embody
the Neva Collection, offering the perfect
combination of form and function.

Flat Front Desk
F3672DP Desk

Flat Front Credenza
F2472DP Credenza

Bow Front Command Center

Hutch

B3672 U-Kit shown with optional H72 Hutch

H72 Hutch

Like the Flat Front Command Center,
every nuance is a testament to our
attention to detail.

A comprehensive workspace solution that won't
compromise your freedom of movement.

Flat Front Desk
F3066DP

Built on a solid, two-pedestal base, this desk
confidently stands alone ready for any task.
Neva desks also serve as the foundation
for a variety of Command Center options.
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Bring more to the

TABLE

NEVA™ DETAILS

Our conference tables project an aura that can make the difference between calling a meeting and
convening a summit. Neva tables have a beautiful radiant finish and feature open bases to keep
power cords and communication cables out of the way. The result is the perfect fusion of value,
functionality, and aesthetics.

Details really do make the difference. Every
aspect of the Neva collection — from carefully
sculpted brushed steel handles to lustrous finishes
to precision tolerance hardware — has been
thoughtfully designed to maximize both form
and function.

Colors

Modular Design

Sculpted Hardware

Edge Detail

Open Bases

A modular design and rock solid
hardware with precision tolerances
make each Neva piece easy to
move and assemble.

Brushed steel has been sculpted
into ergonomic shapes that almost
feel as though they respond to the
touch.

Each Neva piece is crafted from
end to end. The edges have a
detailed finish that creates a highend look and feel.

The Neva line is designed with
function in mind. All tables have
open bases, allowing for concealed
power and communication cables.

Power Center

Core Removal Lock

Double Row Filing

Grommet

Designed to work in concert with
our tables, the power center offers
4 electrical outlets, one RJ45 data
port, and one RJ11 phone port.

Our lock system feature removable
cores, allowing you to easily change
locks for security. Breakaway keys
help prevent mishaps.

Our thoughtfully designed desk
drawers, with full extension slides,
maximize every square inch of
filing space.

Brushed steel grommets are
carefully sculpted for their beauty,
durability, and functionality.

Whether you choose Henna Cherry
or Espresso Cherry (available by
special order), our 19-step finishing
process ensures that each Neva
piece will deliver superior looks and
performance for years to come.

12' Conference Table
T48144BS4

A three-base configuration with a two-piece
table top. Let the meeting begin. All Neva
tables feature open bases for power and
communication cables.
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SPECIAL ORDER FACTORY DIRECT
We know everyone works a little differently and everyone has a different idea of what constitutes the
perfect office solution. If you have a particular need for office or hospitality furniture, please call us.
We also offer customized solutions for larger orders.

10' Conference Table
T48120BS4

45" Satellite Table
8' Conference Table

T45SQ2

T4896BS3

A three-base configuration
with a two-piece table top.
Shown in Espresso Cherry (special order).

A two-base configuration
with a one-piece table top.

The featured arc shape is perfect
for intimate or informal meetings.
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